New Winter Books to Place on Hold

December:
Bleeker, Emily – When We Were Enemies
Bradford, Barbara Taylor – The Wonder of It All
Cook, Robin – Manner of Death
Dunmore, Evie – The Gentleman’s Gambit
Faulkner, Katherine – The Other Mothers
Ferguson, Lana – The Fake Mate
Greger, Michael – How Not to Age
Korn, Gabrielle – Yours for the Taking
Lally, Megan – That’s Not My Name
Lawhorn, Ariel – The Frozen River
Mcfadden, Freida – Never Lie
Morris, Martha Clare – The Official Mind Diet
Parks, Adele – Two Dead Wives
Patterson, James – What Really Happens in Vegas
Robb, Kate – This Spells Love
Shemilt, Jane – The Vacation House
Thompson, Victoria – City of Betrayal

January:
Balogh, Mary – Always Remember
Conway, Elly – Argyle
Dailey, Janet – One in a Million
Fawcett, Heather – Emily Wilde’s Map of the Otherlands
Fein, Louise – The London Bookshop Affair
Frankel, Laurie – Family Family
Goodwin, Daisy – Diva
Grippando, James – Goodbye Girl
Gundry, Steven – Gut Check
Hawkins, Rachel – The Heiress
Michaelides, Alex – The Fury
Oluo, Ijeoma – Be a Revolution
Patterson, James – Holmes, Marple & Poe
Patterson, James – Missing Persons
Reid, Kiley – Come and Get It
Robb, J.D. – Random in Death
Score, Lucy – The Worst Best Man
Steel, Danielle – Upside Down
Stevenson, Benjamin – Everyone on This Train Is a Suspect
Taylor, Brad – Dead Man’s Hand
Willingham, Stacy – Only If You’re Lucky

February:
Arana, Marie – Latinoland
Armstrong, Kelley – The Boy Who Cried Bear
Bailey, Tessa – Fangirl Down
Berry, Steve – The Atlas Maneuver
Box, C.J. – Three-inch Teeth
Brown, Gareth – The Book of Doors
Brown, Tracy – Brooklyn
Duhigg, Charles - Supercommunicators
Finn, A.J. – End of Story
Greaney, Mark – The Chaos Agent
Hannah, Kristin – The Women
Hurwitz, Gregg – Lone Wolf
Kellerman, Jonathan – The Ghost Orchid
Koontz, Dean – The Bad Weather Friend
Mallery, Susan – The Summer Book Club
Mcfadden, Freida – The Teacher
Orange, Tommy – Wandering Stars
Paris, B.A. – The Guest
Patterson, James – Crosshairs
Pérez, Elba Iris – The Things We Didn’t Know
Quinn, Kate – The Phoenix Crown
Taffa, Deborah – Whiskey Tender
Williams, Tia – A Love Song for Ricki Wilde